Pediatric Interventional Radiology Fellowship

Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Location: London, United Kingdom
Affiliated Academic Institution: UCL Institute of Child Health
Contact: Samantha Chippington
Email: Samantha.Chippington@gosh.nhs.uk
Website:

Description of Fellowship
The Great Ormond Street Hospital Paediatric Interventional Radiology (PIR) Fellowship is well established and, to our knowledge, is the only PIR Fellowship in Europe. The Fellowship runs for one year and is predominantly based in our dedicated IR department which consists of 3 fully equipped IR suites where we undertake 19 GA lists/week, 4 non-GA lists/weeks, a number of outpatient clinics and a multitude of multidisciplinary team meetings. The position also includes 1 day/week of Paediatric Diagnostic Radiology (PDR), inclusion in the PDR on-call rota and dedicated time for admin/research. There are numerous opportunities to undertake academic work and Fellows are encouraged to submit and present research at national and international meetings.

Fellowship Details

Pediatric IR Section Chief or Division Chief: Dr Samantha Chippington
Pediatric IR Fellowship Director: Dr Samantha Chippington/Dr Alex Barnacle

Fellowships Available:
- Pediatric Interventional Radiology Only
- Combined Pediatric Radiology and Pediatric Interventional Radiology

Durations Available:
- One year

Number of 1 year or greater Fellowships: 1
Start Date: September 2020
Approximate Call Frequency: Every 7th night (diagnostic radiology)
Elective Time offered during Fellowship: No
Number of Pediatric Fellows trained here in the last 5 years: 4
Does a combined fellowship result in eligibility for a CAQ (such as in IR or pediatric radiology), or other accreditation: N/A

Prerequisite requirements:
- Radiology Residency
- GMC registration
Service Details

Number of pediatric IR attendings: 5
Number of adult IR attendings with direct teaching responsibility for the PIR fellows: 0
Number of neuroradiology or interventional neuroradiology attendings with direct teaching responsibility for the PIR fellows: 2

Approximate annual IR Pediatric case volume: Greater than 3000

Approximate annual case volume by subspecialty:
- Vascular Access ..........................................................> than 200 cases a year
- Biopsy Drainage..........................................................Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Body Angiography & Intervention........Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Spine Interventions ......................................................Between 5 and 20 cases a year
- Vascular Anomolies .....................................................> than 200 cases a year
- Venous Interventions .....................................................> than 200 cases a year
- Enteric access (G,GJ), Cecostomy ..........Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Locoregional tumor therapy .................< 5 cases a year
- Musculoskeletal Interventions ..............Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Biliary Interventions ..................................................< 5 cases a year
- GU Interventions .......................................................Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Diagnostic Cerebral Angiograms .........Between 20 and 200 cases a year